A study of Love wave devices in ZnO/Quartz and ZnO/LiTaO₃ structures
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Abstract

Love wave devices are very promising for sensing applications because of high sensitivity. In this paper, ZnO thin films doped with lithium (Li) and magnesium (Mg) were deposited on the 42°45′ ST-cut quartz and 36° YX-LiTaO₃ substrates by RF magnetron sputtering technique. XRD, SEM, and AFM measurements investigated characteristics of the films. Under different conditions such as doping content, layer thickness, and substrate temperature, the phase velocity, temperature coefficient of frequency, electromechanical coupling coefficient and sensitivity of Love wave devices in ZnO/Quartz and ZnO/LiTaO₃ structures are presented. The maximum sensitivities of ZnO/Quartz and ZnO/LiTaO₃ are much higher than the SiO₂/Quartz and SiO₂/LiTaO₃ structures reported.
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1. Introduction

SAW devices have found wide application in sensors for detection in gas and liquid environment [1–4]. In liquid environment, Rayleigh surface waves have a displacement component perpendicular to the substrate, which exist as compressional waves leading to a strong radiation loss [5]. For this reason, shear horizontal (SH) polarized waves are preferred because they do not couple elastically with ideal liquids and make no radiation loss [1,2,4–6]. SH modes can be converted into Love modes by means of a layer acting as a guide. Love waves propagate in a layered structure consisting of a substrate and a layer on top of it. Resulting from the waveguide effect, Love waves will be very sensitive to surface perturbations and high sensitivity to surface loading can be achieved.

The condition for the existence of Love wave modes is the shear velocity of the overlay material less than that of the substrate [2]. Surface skimming bulk waves (SSBW) of ST-cut quartz [1–4,6–8,12], and leaky waves of 36° YX-LiTaO₃ [3,9–11,13–16] and 64° YX-LiNbO₃ [11,13,17,18] have been utilized as substrates. 36° YX-LiTaO₃ shows a large electromechanical coupling coefficient (K²=4.7%), shear velocity (4112 m/s) [11] and negative temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF) [18]. 42°45′ ST-cut quartz has relatively high TCF of about +30 ppm/°C [3], low K² (0.11%) [1] and faster shear velocity (5060 m/s) [2,4]. Fused silica (SiO₂) [3,6,11–13], and polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) [16] are relatively used for the guiding layer. However, PMMA shows high acoustic losses as well as poor chemical and temperature resistance [2,3]. Until now, many papers have reported SiO₂ with a positive TCF value [18] on 36° YX-LiTaO₃ to improve TCF or on 90° rotated ST-quartz to increase K². But such devices presented lower sensitivity. On the other hand, zinc oxide (ZnO) has low acoustic absorption, low loss, and high chemical, mechanical and thermal stability. Besides, the shear velocity of ZnO (2747 m/s) [1] is lower than that of SiO₂ (2850 m/s) [2] making it suitable candidate for the guiding layer. Therefore, ZnO layers with a negative TCF value [19] deposited on ST-cut quartz and LiTaO₃ were expected to compensate TCF, and increase K² and sensitivity.

In this paper, we investigate the effect of the substrate temperature on the properties of Li–Mg doped ZnO films on 42°45′ ST-cut quartz and 36° YX-LiTaO₃ substrates.
RF magnetron sputtering technique. Besides, under different conditions, the characterization of Love wave devices in ZnO/Quartz and ZnO/LiTaO3 structures are presented.

2. Experimental details

The Love wave devices were fabricated on 12 mm × 13 mm and 0.5 mm thick 42°45′ ST-cut quartz and 0.35 mm thick 36° YX-LiTaO3 substrates. The Inter-Digital Transducer (IDT) was patterned between the substrate and the guiding layer. The input and output IDTs consisted of 15 finger pairs with 10 μm width of electrode and 10 μm separation. The IDT center-to-center separation was 4.6 mm with an aperture of 4 mm. The IDTs were made of 200 nm aluminum. A HP 8714ES network analyzer (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA) was used for device characterization.

As a guiding layer, ZnO thin films were deposited on the top of IDT by RF magnetron sputtering using an Li–Mg doped ZnO (99.9%) target. Sputtering was carried out in argon and oxygen mixed gas atmosphere at RF power of 60 W with a chamber pressure of 10 mTorr. The deposition rates ranged from 0.43 to 0.46 μm/h. The substrate was heated to attain the desired deposition temperature. The crystallographic study of the ZnO films was confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu Kα radiation with a Siemens D-5000 diffractometer operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The microstructure was observed by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) with a Hitachi S-4100 microscope and atomic force microscopy (AFM) with an NT-MDT P7LS microscope.

3. Results

3.1. XRD analysis

Fig. 1 shows X-ray diffraactograms of the sputtered ZnO films as function of substrate temperature. All of the films almost show a pronounced 34.42° peak of JCPDS file 36-1451 for ZnO structure, indicative of preferential orientation with the c-axis. The ST-cut quartz and 36° LiTaO3 substrates show, respectively, 26.75° and 23.73° corresponding to (101) peak of JCPDS file 83-2466 and (012) peak of JCPDS file 71-0951. It is found that the films on ST-cut quartz and LiTaO3 formed at 100 °C both have a stronger c-axis orientation, and the intensity decreases as the substrate temperature is increased. Many reports indicate suitable substrate temperature enhances the film formation, especially high temperature. However, our experimental results reflect that better crystallite structure tends to be formed in cooler substrate temperature. Although the temperature is only 100 °C, the condition provides enough energy to make it possible to have good crystalline orientation. At higher temperature, the peak intensity decreases because too much energy results in growth and appearance of random orientations, such as (100) and (101) peaks seen at 200 and 300 °C.

Table 1 indicates the variation of ZnO films with respect to substrate temperature. The nearly FWHM values of c-axis orientation on quartz, 0.46° at 100 °C and 0.47° at 200 °C, reveal that the crystal qualities of the thin films are similar. And then the crystal quality becomes poor as the temperature is increased beyond 200 °C. On the side, the FWHM of the films on LiTaO3 increases from 0.35° to 0.64° with the increase at substrate temperature. It also reveals that the degree of crystallinity of the films is deteriorated gradually.

The stress is composed of a thermal stress and an intrinsic stress. The thermal mismatch between the films and substrate results in the thermal stress due to the difference in the thermal expansion coefficients (α) of the films and substrate [20]. The intrinsic stress is due to the accumulating effect of crystallographic flows, which are built into the films during deposition process by reflected atoms, energetic argon and oxygen atoms [21]. The stress is calculated by the formula according to Ref. [22].

As shown in Table 1, a strong planar compressive stress (− sign) exists in ZnO films at 100 °C on two kinds of substrates. As the substrate temperature increase, the compressive stress becomes relaxed, and then the stress within films deviates from the free-stress turning into the tensile stress (+ sign). On one hand, raising substrate
temperature promotes the cancellation between the tensile stress of substrate and the compressive stress of film to reduce thermal stress during sputtering process. However, over-high temperature induces the tensile stress larger than compressive stress to result in stress transformation. On the other hand, the defects in the films will be decreased and the oxygen will be out-diffused caused by thermal expansion. According the results, the stress on quartz and LiTaO$_3$ would be relieved completely between 100 and 200 °C, and between 200 and 300 °C, respectively.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate temperature (°C)</th>
<th>2θ (deg)</th>
<th>FWHM (deg)</th>
<th>Stress (10$^{10}$ dyn/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>Roughness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42°45' ST-cut quartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>34.40</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>−0.269</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>34.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>34.61</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>2.402</td>
<td>26.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36° YX-LiTaO$_3$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>34.29</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>−1.681</td>
<td>5.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>34.40</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>−0.269</td>
<td>17.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>34.48</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>12.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Unstressed ZnO powder, 2θ = 34.421°.

### 3.2. Analysis of surface morphology

Fig. 2 displays the SEM images of ZnO films deposited on 42°45’ ST-cut quartz. The temperature of substrate controls the mobility of the absorbed atoms and results in structure of deposition film. At 100 °C, the low temperature provides less kinetic energy to get smaller grains. The grains and pores are seen clearly in the plan view of Fig. 2a. As shown in the cross view image of Fig. 2a, the structure, which looks columnar, is proved to have a parallel c-axis orientation at 100 °C. In our experiment, a good crystallite structure tends to form at 100 °C with low mobility. When it is increasing to 200 °C, the grains seen in Fig. 2b are obviously larger than that in Fig. 2a and so are the cylindrical crystallite structures. Higher temperature provides energy of surface atoms to enhance mobility for grain growth. However, too high temperature will cause the crystallinity overgrowing. The result is seen in Fig. 2c. The grains of ZnO films rapidly grow and appear obviously in irregular shapes at the same time. The structure of c-axis (002) orientation becomes weaker and further almost vanishes by reason of the formation of the lateral columnar structure along the (002) direction.

Fig. 2. The SEM images of ZnO films deposited on 42°45’ ST-cut quartz at (a) 100 °C, (b) 200 °C, and (c) 300 °C (900 nm for plan-view and 1.2 µm for cross-view).

Fig. 3. The SEM images of ZnO films deposited on 36° YX-LiTaO$_3$ at (a) 100 °C, (b) 200 °C, and (c) 300 °C (900 nm for plan-view and 1.2 µm for cross-view).
The similar condition of 36° YX-LiTaO₃ is also observed in Fig. 3. The smaller grain and better crystallite structure with c-axis (002) orientation are formed at 100°C. Different from the results of quartz, the condition of the rapid growth occurs at 200°C. When it is heated to 300°C, the formation of the lateral columnar structure is quite significant leading to deterioration in the degree of c-axis crystallinity. These results coincide with XRD analysis.

The roughness (Ra) of ZnO films is shown in Table 1. The roughness of quartz increases quite slowly, whereas it increases rapidly above 200°C, i.e. 26.48 nm of 300°C. Over-higher temperature enhances the major growth and induces large grains with irregular shapes resulting in a rough surface [23]. Although the roughness of LiTaO₃ also varies as that of quartz, the roughness is increasing suddenly at 200°C and slightly cutting down at 300°C. This phenomenon could be confirmed by the SEM images in Fig. 3. The grains may overgrow and intermingle with grain boundaries. Hence, the surface deposited at 300°C is smoother than that at 200°C, but it remains considerably rough.

3.3. Love wave device characteristics

Phase velocity vs. normalized layer thickness with ZnO/IDT/Quartz and ZnO/IDT/LiTaO₃ structures is shown in Fig. 4. The thickness of ZnO films is measured by FESEM and with an Alpha-Step Profilometer (Surfcoder ET-4000M). According to XRD analysis and SEM images, all of the thin films with different thicknesses show good crystal qualities. The data at zero thickness are close to the expected phase velocity in ST-cut quartz (5060 m/s) and LiTaO₃ (4112 m/s). The velocities of quartz and LiTaO₃ decrease with increasing ZnO thickness since the velocity of ZnO (2747 m/s) is smaller than the shear velocity in the substrates. The decreasing range of ZnO/IDT/Quartz is more extensive than that of ZnO/IDT/LiTaO₃.

For sensor applications, the sensitivity $S_v$ of the relative phase velocity change $\Delta v/v$ is determined by [24]

$$S_v = \frac{\Delta v}{v} \sqrt{\frac{2}{\omega \eta \rho}}$$

where $\omega$, $\eta$ and $\rho$ are the angular frequency, liquid viscosity and density, respectively. The difference $\Delta v/v$ is obtained by measuring the phase shift $\Delta \phi$ [25]

$$\frac{\Delta v}{v} \approx \frac{\Delta \phi}{2\pi L}$$

where $\lambda$ and $L$ are the wavelength and the path of propagation in the liquid, respectively, and the phase shifts were obtained by an HP 8714ES network analyzer after stable state. There is an optimum of $t/\lambda$ ($t$ is ZnO film

![Fig. 4. Phase velocity vs. normalized layer thickness with ZnO/IDT/Quartz and ZnO/IDT/LiTaO₃ structures.](image)

![Fig. 5. Sensitivity vs. normalized ZnO layer thickness for Love wave device.](image)

![Fig. 6. Temperature coefficient of frequency vs. normalized layer thickness for Love wave device.](image)

![Fig. 7. The sensitivity of Love wave device as a function of substrate temperature.](image)
thick) in terms of $S_v$ for any system. Fig. 5 shows sensitivity vs. $t/\lambda$. The sensitivity of ST-cut quartz increases with increase of layer thickness reaching the maximum at $t/\lambda=0.033$, and then decreases with increasing thickness. Because of the strong waveguiding effect, the $K^2$ ranges between 0.2% and 0.33%, which is larger than that in the absence of a ZnO film (0.11%) [1]. In addition, the sensitivity of LiTaO$_3$ also reaches the maximum at $t/\lambda=0.058$. The maximum sensitivities of ZnO/Quartz and ZnO/LiTaO$_3$ are, respectively, $-9.93$ and $-10.93 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/s/kg, which are much higher than the literature [3] that reported the SiO$_2$/Quartz ($-4.8 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/s/kg) and SiO$_2$/LiTaO$_3$ ($-1.8 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$/s/kg) structures.

The TCF were calculated by substitution of center frequency for 0, 20, and 40 °C into the following equation

$$ TCF = \frac{F(40^\circ C) - F(0^\circ C)}{40 \times F(20^\circ C)} $$

Fig. 6 shows TCF vs. $t/\lambda$ for Love wave device. TCF value of ZnO/Quartz decreases with increasing film thickness and it is close to 0 ppm/°C at $t/\lambda=0.058$. TCF value of 42°45’ ST-cut quartz-based Love wave devices is about +30 ppm/°C and TCF value of ZnO layer is negative [19]. An appropriate thickness of ZnO film for Love wave device can obtain the excellent TCF. However, TCF value of 36° YX-LiTaO$_3$-based Love wave devices is approximately in –30 to –40 ppm/°C range [11]. For this reason, TCF value of ZnO/LiTaO$_3$ virtually increases from –34.8 to –32.2 ppm/°C. In our experiment, the ZnO films behave insignificant effect on TCF value of ZnO/LiTaO$_3$ devices.

The sensitivity as a function of substrate temperature is shown in Fig. 7. The thicknesses of ZnO films are almost 1.3 μm. The sensitivities of ZnO/Quartz and ZnO/LiTaO$_3$ both decrease with increasing substrate temperature. Some reports indicate that rough and porous surface enhances additional mechanisms of coupling between acoustic wave and a liquid or gas motion. We could infer that too many pores and too rough surface cause extra viscosity, and they cannot compensate for the poor crystal quality of films, resulting in the deterioration in the performance of devices in liquid media.

Little literatures have been reported to improve the performance of Love wave devices by doping some components. Fig. 8 shows Love wave device sensitivity vs. Mg-doped content. It reveals preliminarily that the sensitivity is increasing a little with the increase of Mg-doping concentration from 0 mol% to 5 mol%. We may conjecture that the Mg doping with the reduction of oxygen defect [26] improves the quality and piezoelectricity of ZnO films, and leads to higher sensitivity.

4. Discussion

In our experiment, the result indicates that better crystallite structure of ZnO deposited on 42°45’ ST-cut quartz and 36° YX-LiTaO$_3$ tends to be formed in cooler substrate temperature. The deposition of ZnO films at low substrate temperature makes it possible for applications in the flexible substrates. The intensity of c-axis (002) orientation and surface roughness is increasing, and the FWHM value is decreasing with the increase of substrate temperature. Love wave acoustic devices based on the ZnO/ST-cut quartz and ZnO/LiTaO$_3$ structures have been successfully manufactured and operated. An appropriate thickness of ZnO film for Love wave device can obtain the maximum sensitivity and excellent temperature coefficient of frequency. Higher sensitivity is also obtained at lower substrate temperature. Mg doping would raise the sensitivity a little.
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